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About This Game

Mankind was wiped off the Earth, but some humans escaped. Now the last remnants of humanity hide in the rocky outer regions
of our solar system.

Fight back against the Machine Alliance in this made-for-VR shooter. This game contains three play styles based on different
types of locomotion: a "rails shooter" mode, an experimental "jog-to-move" mode in which the player jogs in place to move

forward along the path, and a highly experimental Treadmill Mode that lets brave VR users play the game while walking on an
exercise treadmill.

Tackle missions or play in "Endless" mode to survive as long as you can.

Certain elements of the missions are procedurally generated. Some things will be different each time you play.

The missions follow a common pattern, but they differ according to which two weapons you get as well as other things.
In the intro mission, you get a shield and plasma crossbow. In Mission 1, you get a pistol and a basic sword/machete. In
Mission 2, you get a pistol and a sword with a "force field." In Mission 3, you dual-wield pistols. Mission 4 gives you a
"TimeSaber" that allows you to slow enemy fire mid-air. Mission 5 lets you deflect enemy fire with a plasma sword, and
Mission 6 gives you "MagneGuns" that can "magnetically" pull in robots and launch them.
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GAMEPLAY HINTS:

Shoot the red crystals to deactivate doorway lasers.

The "basic blade" you have in Mission 1 is a simple weapon... but in later missions you have more advanced
technologies.

When you come to the crystal "reactor core" at the end of each mission, destroy the rotating crystals first otherwise the
center crystal will regenerate.

If you lose a mission a certain number of times on "Less Difficult Mode," it will unlock an even easier difficulty level
that you can choose: "Least Difficult Mode."

If you're a scoundrel, you can go into "Game Options," and then "Cheating Options" to unlock the missions without
beating the preceding ones.
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Title: The Path of Greatest Resistance
Genre: Action
Developer:
RealityRig
Publisher:
RealityRig
Franchise:
Greatest Resistance
Release Date: 17 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 8.1 or newer (64-bit only). May work on Windows 7 SP1.

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Oculus Touch support through SteamVR

English
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A rather disappointing game considering the system itself had potential, but is unfortunately woefully incomplete (apparently
more content is coming out as DLC, but the base content as it is is barebones).

Initially the game possessed a intriguing system of unlocking new units through the completion of mini-achievements, allowing
your cards to evolve into a more effective and specialised fighting force. Unfortunately this feature is only seen in the first half
dozen cards before never being seen again.

The game also featured several factions with different tactics and units that you can mix and match. Unfortunately again, all the
factions with the exception of the army (Union and Confederate's are both considered the same, begging the question as to why
it is set in the Civil War) have barely enough cards for a playable deck, much less one that you can base a unique strategy out of.
This is further made worse by every faction's units being essentially the same thing (Army riflemen and bandits have absolutely
no distinguising characteristics between them).

Even worse, the potential dynamic was there, in the form of unattainable weapons and units the computer gets during the
campaign. After completing the game, and every last achievement (both single player and multiplayer) I was upset that the only
things I receieved were more of the same cards. Indeed, the final boss's deck is displayed as an available playable faction, but
does not have a single unit or weapon card in it.

The story serves it's purpose I suppose, so it is hardly disappointing, but it is somewhat baffling that early in the story you can
clearly see a sibling rivalry, only for one of the brothers to disapear, and only come back at the end of the game to do absolutely
nothing, unlike the collection of minor characters who assemble for the purpose of serving as an Deus Ex Machina during a
mission. Whoever is actually manning and directing your ironclads is never mentioned (unless it is assumed that the sergeant
who gets a brief mention early in the game is the PC). The Civil war is barely mentioned, and the game might as well be set
during the Anglo-Russian war for all it matters.

The campaign itself is not so much challenging as it is putting you in a situation with an outright disadvantage. In the early stages
this disadvantage is negated by unlocking a new weapon. However, due to the fact that there are no decent unlocks in the later
missions the game simply becomes a matter of chance. Hoping that the luck of the draw gets you exactly the unit you need, and
that the computer does not use the obnoxiously overpowered ability that he is granted this mission on the turn it would hurt the
most. The last mission in particular is guilty in that the enemy boss is not only invincible (unless you kill two heavily armoured
units guarding an electric outlet, and procede to occupy both outlets with infantry that can be killed instantly by said boss) but
possessing a repetoire of weapons far superior to what you can get, and heals completely should you fail to stop him from going
to your side. The strategy towards defeating him involves praying to your chosen deity that the enemy AI will decide to lay
waste to your ironclads, rather then stepping on your infantry, and will stand still for that brief moment where you miraculously
achieve enough firepower to destroy him in one turn. God help you if you decide to go for the achievements.

All that said, the game has potential. If it simply had more content and diverse factions that would allow for actual tactical
options.. good game best mac game, it was all goof for the amount of zombies I played till i had some issues. The problem is
every time I try to load ascention it crashes in the loading screen. It used to load just fine. so i uninstalledand verified the files
and they still didnt work. I payed for this game and one of the dlc I was wondering If this will be fixed or if you know how I can
fix it.. Young females kissing each other.. wrong!

* * *

By the way: When you're nominating this game for 'The "Gayest User reviews" Award' don't use "The" and "Award".. There is
some roughness, such as the controls, that you have to tank through. They also dont hold your hand so you learn by doing.
However, I stuck with it and after I adjusted I had a very good time. The flow of money gets easier later but there always seems
to be something to buy so it keeps you busy.. this is SOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO Amazing if your PC is very good USE
IT. Its like your driving on ice.. ive played some bad racing games. Well this one tops it off. omg horrible.Did a 6 year old code
this overnight?With his mom?. Very good game for 2.00$, definetly recommend it if you like parkour games.. A great
locomotive to use on just about anything including failed trains and specials for scenarios. I can't really fault this DLC. 10\/10.
PRO: Nice short horror game. The atmosphere and the background musics are awesome and creepy, there are a few jumpscares
that actually made me jump, the puzzles aren't too hard, in short it was really enjoyable to play.
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CON: I didn't understand the story at all.
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\tThe sale I bought the original Endless Legend on was an insane steal, practically paid 10 bucks for what was truly a 50 dollar
experience. This DLC could literally\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in my face and I'd still be glad to put some money
into the studio that created Endless Legend, because the goodwill they sowed in me from both that and Dungeon of the Endless
has about 40 unclaimed dollars. Eat your money grubbing heart out, Firaxis...

\tFortunately, I still have 40 dollars of goodwill left in my heart, because, unlike Guardians, which was a rather ephemeral bit of
content for ten bucks, Shadows upgrades the experience significantly with a whole new layer of gameplay, that of paranoia.

\tPicture this: you control the entire world under an iron boot, and no empire can stand against you. The hippie dragons don't
have nearly enough influence to force a truce, the cultist missionaries are crushed each time their pathetic envoys come
anywhere near your villages, and newsflash for Roving Clans: you can't bribe a god. But suddenly, one turn, dissent in your cities
turns to outright rebellion, the score of the Forgotten shoots up hundreds of points in a single turn, and you realize what your
mighty empire was all along; a glorious string of dominoes, all of which fall one by one, as your intense expansion falls flat on
its face. Governor after governor is assasinated, city upon city turns against you, donning the dreaded purple flag, statues of your
likeness topple mere days after they were erected in freshly conquered lands, and you find yourself, teary eyed, desperately
begging your new Forgotten overlords for just one tiny city. They smile, and offer a trade for a truce. Surrender all your gold, all
your looted possessions, disband your armies, politically castrate your entire empire... and they will return a single city, renamed
to "\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665RHere".

\tI could go on, saying that the appeal lies in how seamlessly the mechanics fit with those already established, as if a new layer
of political intrigue has been unleashed by this faction, and yet was available since the game's inception. Suddenly it takes a lot
more than just a steady production line to keep your civilization safe, now you must be wary of traitors within your walls, as a
turncoat at a crucial time is the only difference between a crown on your head and a knife in your back. I could also go on to say
the Forgotten feel like a fresh faced equal of those that came before, with a new strategic angle to go about conquering the
world, or a new and deadly adversary to defend your mighty empire from, throwing a wrench in the proverbial plans of mice
and men.

\tBut I won't go on, because as I said, this game could literally\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in my face and I'd still
heartily recommend it, and seeing as it didn't, and actually handed me delicious nuggets of Ferrero Rocher to delight in, all the
more reason to recommend it. I guess the next one has to murder my entire family to get a thumbs down, and I wish it the best
of luck, because I've been trying for years and the best I've managed is a single economic victory against the punkass bastards....
10\/10 gonna download anime mods again. The first half of story line is boring and so are the puzzles. It's like FIVE-BN
GAMES zapped it out without reviewing. The music is almost not there and what is there is repetitive. I have played many FIVE-
BN GAMES and this one is the worst. The reason I recommend is if you purchase on sale than the second half is worth the
play.. you take deagle and hop and death yes? very nice gaem.. I can't recommend Dungeon Highway, not for an asking price of
seven dollars.

However what you'll get for your hard earned monies (should you buy this) is: The same sprite pack that the free game Realm of
the Mad god uses. The highway. Cubes on the highway.

You run slowly down the highway in two frame of animaton and avoid the cubes. There are enemies too but unless you're
aiming for a high score you can just ignore them. The scoreboard doesn't seem to work so don't bother with scoring.

In the - short - time I played I suspect I've seen all that Dungeon Highway has to offer. Which does include a lot of pixelated
blood and a giant floaty big bad pixel thing. You'll only see the blood when you die, and you'll generally only die because a cube
you've already passed has entirely obscured the rest of the higway in front of it making it impossible to tell where the next cube
is.

All in all this feel like it was written in an afternoon and would be better had it been released for free.. I think that the model but
the paint is the same with the BR146 in West Rhine: Cologne - Koblenz Route Add-On. This game is fun for a short while. As
in 15 minutes. The price is reasonable considering how the game has little content and a short goal, but that's it. Once you beat
the game, there's no point in continuing
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